One-Hour Lectures

Positional Asphyxia, An In-Custody Death Phenomenon
Darrin Batty, FF/EMT, P/NCEE

“No, you take him!” Working Together to Serve the Mental Health Consumer
Brian Bayani, AAS, EMT-P, CCPM

Fairytales, Myths and the Science of Resuscitation
Jeff Beeson, DO, LP
Jeff Hayes, BS, LP

Advanced Practice Paramedics: The Future is Here
Jeff Beeson, DO, LP
John Elder, EMT-P

EMS-Based Community Health Program: Preventing the 9-1-1 Call
Jeff Beeson, DO, LP
Matt Zavadsky, MS-HSA, NREMT-P

Injuries Caused by Seatbelts
Ken Bouvier, NREMT-P

Gun Shot Wounds: When the Big Easy, Isn’t So Easy!
Ken Bouvier, NREMT-P

Managing Firefighter Injuries
Ken Bouvier, NREMT-P

MRSA: Let’s Spread It Around . . .
Jason Bowman, RN, NREMT-P

Keeping Your Wheels on the Road: Preventing Emergency Vehicle Rollovers
David A. Bradley, BS, NREMT-P

Mistakes Happen in EMS . . . But Why?
Dean Campa, BS, AAS, EMT, FP-C

“Starfish”: Making a Difference Through Customer Service Excellence
Andrew T. Caruso, EMT

If I Had to Go to Court: Guidelines for Good Documentation
Dana Clarke, CFRN, LP

Not Just a Short Adult: Management Priorities for the Pediatric Patient
Dana Clarke, CFRN, LP

Warning: Suicide Can Kill You!
Dana Clarke, CFRN, LP

Tie ’Em Down or Put ’Em Down: Chemical vs. Physical Restraint
Michael Cosentino, EMT-P, EMS-I

Putting People Skills Back at the Top of the Bucket List
John Creech, MEd, LP

Sudden Death in the Young
James Davis, MA, RN, EMT-P

Common Pediatric Ingestions
James Davis, MA, RN, EMT-P

DAPEMS: Difficult Airway Prehospital Emergency Management Squad
Romnie Duckworth, EMT-P

The Silent Majority: Geriatrics in the New Millennium
Romnie Duckworth, EMT-P

Managing the Pediatric Cardiac Arrest
Will Dunn, BA, NREMT-P, CC-EMT-P

Acute Abdominal Pain
Will Dunn, BA, NREMT-P, CC-EMT-P

Creating a Culture of Civility: Challenges, Chaos and Recommendations
Jason Dush, FF/EMT-P

Organized Chaos: Four Patients and a Medic
Jason Dush, FF/EMT-P

When Your Patient Reaches the Breaking Point
Christopher Ebrigt, B.Ed, NREMT-P

The Miracle of Life . . . Almost
Christopher Ebrigt, B.Ed, NREMT-P

When the Bough Breaks
Christopher Ebrigt, B.Ed, NREMT-P

“What in the world is a CCEMT-P? I thought all paramedics were critical care paramedics.”
Bryan F Ericson, EdD(c), RN, NREMT-P

Do Eustress
Ruben Gaytan, BS, NREMT-P, LP

EMS at Mass Gatherings
Robert Genzel, MD

EMS Termination of Resuscitation: Best Practices for a Difficult Task
Jeffrey M. Goodloe, MD, NREMT-P, FACEP

EMS Capnography 2010—Where are we?
Jeffrey M. Goodloe, MD, NREMT-P, FACEP

CPAP for Dummies: So Easy, Even a Caveman Could Do It!
Steven “Kelly” Grayson, CCEMT-P, FP-C

Redesigning EMS: Everything We Know Is Wrong
Steven “Kelly” Grayson, CCEMT-P, FP-C

Narcotics 101: Rules, Regulation and Reality
Russell Griffin, NREMT-P, CCEMT-P, FP-C

Losing Control: A Story of Narcotic Diversion
Russell Griffin NREMT-P, CCEMT-P, FP-C

Prehospital Emergency Brain-Attack Care in the Era of Comprehensive Stroke Centers
Vallabh Janardhan, MD

Plain as the Nose on Your Face: Overview of Intranasal Medications and Uses in the EMS World
James E. Jones, EMT-P, CCEMT-P, FP-C

Pulmonary Edema or Pneumonia: A Classic Prehospital Diagnosis
Steven Kamarian, MPH, EMT-P, EMS Educator

Gallelo and the Top Seven Things That Have Changed EMS in This Decade (And What’s to Come!)
Don Lundy, BS, NREMT-P

Patient Assessment: How to Talk With and Not To Your Patient
Don Lundy, BS, NREMT-P

Hands on Assessment—the Lost Art
Jason Mabbitt, BS, LP

What’s the Reason for the Seizin’? Neurological Emergencies in EMS
T. Ryan Mayfield MS, EMT-P

What Do You Know About Sepsis?
T. Ryan Mayfield MS, EMT-P

Oxymoron: Our Love-Hate Relationship with Oxygen
Mike McEvoy, PhD, REMT-P, RN, CCRN

Lethal Exposures: Carbon Monoxide and Cyanide
Mike McEvoy, PhD, REMT-P, RN, CCRN

Apparent Life Threatening Events in Infants (ALTE)
Kevin McFarlane, RN, CEN, EMT-P

Social Media: Thanks for Sharing
Kevin McFarlane, RN, CEN, EMT-P

Teen Suicide
Kevin McFarlane, RN, CEN, EMT-P

Precious Cargo: Kids in Transport
Beth Ann McNeill, BFA, MS(c), EMT-B

Critical Calls Take Critical Thinking
Kirk E. Mittelman, MEd, CCRN-K
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Social Media: Thanks for Sharing
Kevin McFarlane, RN, CEN, EMT-P

Teen Suicide
Kevin McFarlane, RN, CEN, EMT-P

Precious Cargo: Kids in Transport
Beth Ann McNeill, BFA, MS(c), EMT-B

Critical Calls Take Critical Thinking
Kirk E. Mittelman, MEd, CCRN-K
How Does That Thing Work? A Look at Children with Special Health Care Needs
Kirk E. Mittelman, ME, NREMT-P

Seizing the Moment with Infants, Children and Adolescents
Elisa O. Mozley, CCLS
Allison S. Wesendorff, CCLS

Elderly Trauma
Lori Muhr, BSN, MHSM/MHA, RN, CCRN, CEN

The Science Behind the AHA Guidelines, 2010
Kenneth Navarro, LP

Drowning: A State of the Science Update
Kenneth Navarro, LP

An Eagle, a Legal Beagle, and an Aggie
West Ogilvie, MPA, JD, NREMT-P, LP
S. Marshal Isaacs, MD, FACEP
Dudley Wait, DBA, LP

Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin’ On: Understanding Seizures
Bob Page, CCEMT-P, NCEE

How Vital Are Vital Signs?
Bob Page, CCEMT-P, NCEE

What You Don’t Know Might Hurt Them
Bob Page, CCEMT-P, NCEE

Sick or Not Sick?
Donald Phillips, DO, FACEP, FACOEP

Seven Dwarfs of Toxicology
Donald Phillips, DO, FACEP, FACOEP

The Sedate Debate: An Overview of Procedural Sedation in the Field
Taylor Ratcliff, MD, FF, LP

Lions and Tigers and Mice? Oh My!
John Rinar

Naturally Sweet: Children with Diabetes Mellitus
Jules K. Scadden, NREMT-P, PS

Painted Fire: Mentoring in EMS
Jules K. Scadden, NREMT-P, PS

“Say What?” Communicating with Patients and Partners
Jules K. Scadden, NREMT-P, PS

Envenomations
Thom Seeber, CCEMT-P

Tactical Combat Casualty Care for EMS
Thom Seeber, CCEMT-P

Developing Prehospital Pediatric Trauma Guidelines When Evidence Is Limited
Manish Shah, MD
Paul Sirbaugh, DO

Pediactic Trauma
Michelle Smith, RN, CCRN, CPEN, NREMT-P, C-NPT

EMS Documentation: Convict the Child Abuser
Lane St. Claire, RN, NREMT-P, CPEN

I Feel the Need for Speed
Bernard Stafford, LPN, EMT-P
Randy Ingram, EMT-P

All Bleeding Stops Eventually: Understanding Tourniquets and Hemostatic Agents
Larry Torrey, RN, CEN, EMT-P

Bad to the Bone: A Review of Intraosseous Infusion Devices
Larry Torrey, RN, CEN, EMT-P

Use of Force by the EMS Provider
Roger Turner, BS, LP

Excited Delirium: How EMS Can Save Lives
Roger Turner, BS, LP

Up the River Without a Protocol: Managing the Special Needs Patient When Protocols Won’t Help
Jessica Hall Upchurch
Jeff Beeson, DO
Jeff Hayes, LP
Jeff McDonald, LP

Advanced Airway Management: How Do I Prepare?
Chris Weinzapfel, FF, NREMT-P

Major Bleeding Control Options (Dispelling Some Myths)
Chris Weinzapfel, FF, NREMT-P

The Silent Epidemic...Traumatic Brain Injury
Ernie Whitener, MS, LP

Little Nasty Things...Smallpox or Chickenpox?
Ernie Whitener, MS, LP

Hot Lap Assessment: A 360 Degree Approach
Dave Williams, FF/Paramedic

More Than Just a Nosebleed
James R. Williams, AAS, NREMT-P, I/C

Little Bug, Big Bite! Infectious Disease and EMS
Karen Yates, RN, BS, CEN, LP
Robert Etheridge, LP

Rx for Tragedy: The Rise of Prescription Drug Abuse
Karen Yates, RN, BS, CEN, LP

You Can’t Make a Touchdown Without Good Blocking (A Good EMT Will Always Save a Paramedic’s @$#!)
John L. Yovanovich, EMT-P

Two-Hour, Hands-On Workshops

Bandaging Basics
Heidi Cardenas, RN, BS, CEN, LP
Maribeth White, RN, BSN

Radiation Emergencies for EMS Responders
Tom Clawson

Moulage for Small to Large Scale Scenarios: Making it Real!
Kevin S. Gehrig, EMT-I
Laurie Gehrig

Pediatric ALS: All the Procedures You’re Afraid Of, Plus the Ones That Actually Work
Steven “Kelly” Grayson, CCEMT-P
Gary Saffer, EMT-P
Jules Scadden, NREMT-P

Two Rescuers, One Rope, No Help
John Green, EMT-I

What Do I Do Now? Revisiting the Basics of Patient Assessment
Jackie Langford, BFA, FF/LP

Emergency Care for Children with Special Health Care Needs
Christopher Malvik, BS, LP
Janet Pointer, RN
Sally Snow, RN, BSN
Tony Gilchrest, BS, EMT-P

Creating a QA/QI Program for Small and Large EMS Agencies
T. Ryan Mayfield, MS, EMT-P

Emergency Prehospital Ultrasound
Col. John McManus, MD, MCR, FACEP, FAAEM
Craig Manifold, DO, FACEP, FAAEM

Advanced Agents and Devices for Prehospital External Hemorrhage Control
Col. John McManus, MD, MCR, FACEP, FAAEM
Craig Manifold, DO, FACEP, FAAEM

Wilderness Medicine and Wound Care
Kirk E. Mittelman, MEd, NREMT-P
Margaret A. Mittelman, MEd, EMT-I

How to Be Productive in a Stressful World
Nijedka N. Olatunde, ND, PhD, MSW

Stethoscopy for Dummies
Bob Page, CCEMT-P, NCEE

Anatomical Perspectives of a 12-Lead ECG
Keven Roles, NREMT-P, FP-C

Disaster Drill Moulage
Stephanie Thompson, EMT
Kathy Wall, EMT-P

Ventricular Assist Device (VAD)
Allen C. Wolfe Jr., RN, MSN, CCRN, CFRN

“I Want A New Drug!” Street and Club Drugs
Karen Yates, RN, BS, CEN, LP

Specialty Tracks
More lectures will be added in the following specialty areas:
Management
sponsored by TEEX Fire/Rescue
sponsored by State Firemen’s & Fire Marshals’ Association of Texas
Research
sponsored by GETAC’s Education Committee
Disaster
sponsored by TEEX Educator sponsored by EMSEAT Nursing
sponsored by Texas Trauma Coordinator’s Forum
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